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246 Freshmen Survive Orientation Week
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Possibility Refectory will be Open by Easter
---------------I------------------------ ------------ ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- j------- :--------------------------------- ---------------

Beanies, Heckling, Vigilante
Court Highlight Week

I

To House New
Dining Room,
Enlarged Library,
Faculty Offices

- -------------------------

i
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1
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By BILL AYDELLOTTE

I

By Rita Harte

The Bryant administration is hop
ing to have the new refectory-library
building opened upon our return from
Easter recess, Mr. E. Gardner Jacobs,
Vice-President, has reported.

I

Bryant College opened for the Spring Semester on February 24,
quired 246
1958. In addition to the returning upperclassmen, Bryant ac«.
Freshmen, some of whom took the preparatory course last semester.

•v

This group of Freshmen represents seventeen states, Canada, and
Hong Kong> China. Most of the students registered for courses in the
School of Business Administration, and the second largest group en
rolled in the School of Secretarial Science. The remainder are registered
in the preparatory course, prior to entering the Business Administration
School next semester.

ege, Providence, R. I.

x Published by the Un
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While the transferring of equip
ment is taking place, a process that
Freshman Orientation
will take approximately two or three
days, the number of hot dishes served
Freshman Orientation began for
March 20, 1958
will be cut down in the “cafe” and | Volume XIX, No. 10
the new students on February 25
paper plates will be used.
«
with a planning session of the
Vigilante Court of seniors in the
Approximately 60 per cent of
Barn Studio. The meeting was
the equipment put in the refectory
called for the purpose of making
will be new. The motif in the
plans for Freshman counselling.
dining-hall decoration will be a
$
An orientation program for student
color scheme of pinks and greens,
activities was held at 7:30 that
By JERRY CEREL
with a pink-on-gray floor cover
i
evening, at which time leaders of
ing. There will be new self-edged
At its initial meeting of the semester, the Bryant College Marketing
various religious, social, and pro
formica tables and chairs in round Club voted to increase the number of guest speakers this semester. These
fessional clubs acquainted the
Watch the antics of the
and square design, to give more speakers'will be representatives from nationally-known concerns who
Freshmen with the programs and
of a dining-room effect.
have worked in the various phases of marketing for many years and Masquers! Project X will
aspirations promoted by these or
In the kitchen there is a new stove Iare thoroughly familiar with its numerous problems.
ganizations.
be
launched
April
13.
Make
and a new walk-in refrigerator.
’
Also approved by the organization are a tentative dinner-dance
The orientation program was
• On one side of the dining area hot early in June, and a field trip that will enable the members to witness your plans now.
followed by a “Get Acquainted
meals will be served, and on the other | some of the problems of a local concern.
1
Dance,” featuring the well-known
side, cold foods will be served.
President Joe Cari explained
dance orchestra “The Star Dusters.”
to the new members the club af
Acoustic Ceilings
®s
*
filiation with the American
Freshmen orientation ended at
On the bottom floor, the library Marketing Association and of its
10:00 a. m., February 26, after
occupies the large middle room. There advantages to them now and after
By CAROLE OLINER
an informative address given by
are two machine rooms on each side graduation. The other officers of
On Sunday, March 23, an in
the College Deans and Officers.
of the library. All rooms have acous the organization were introduced formal Installation Dance, marking
The Deans impressed upon the
Lt;
tic ceilings.
the
inauguration
of
the
new
officers
to the group. They are Don
new students the necessity for
Shore, Vice-President; Henry of the Hillel Foundation of Brown
By Donna Ricci and Marilyn Stillman
acquiring a well-rounded business
Murphy, Secretary; Bob Patry, University, will be held at Alumnae
education in the present day of
Fourteen Teacher-Trainee students broken at noon for a conference
Treasurer; and Jerry Cerel, His Hall, Pembroke College.
keen competition. They implied
from Bryant College accompanied by luncheon, followed by a tea and
Brown and Pembroke will be
torian. Professor George Bates
that acquiring an attitude of
Dean Lionel H. Mercier are attending reception at N. Y. U. At this
acting as hosts for schools in the
is the Faculty Advisor.
complacency and a negative out
the Thirty-Third Annual Spring Con conference Gordon Carr will be
The meeting was concluded with New England area.
look towards the College cur
ference of the Eastern States Associa chairman of a discussion group
Those students interested in pur
the serving of coffee and dough
riculum would be detrimental
tion of Professional Schools for entitled “Modification of College
chasing tickets for the dance may
nuts.
and would lead to a feeling of
Teachers. This conference is being Courses for Readjustment to the
By AL GULLIKSEN
Anyone in the BA divisions who contact Paula Brown, Morty Saft- held at the Hotel New Yorker on
false security in our present
New
Era.
”
is still interested in joining the ler, or Barry Levine, members of March 20, 21, and 22.
society.
The members of Delta Omega
Other
students
attending
are
Marketing Club should make his in Bryant’s Hillel Foundation. Tickets
have appointed a new Board of
Sheryl Exley, Donna Ricci, Mari
Liberation Dance
tentions known to one of the offi cost $1.00 if purchased before the
Arriving
in
New
York
on
March
Directors for this semester. The
cers or attend the next meeting, 23rd, and $1.25 if purchased at the 19, the group was taken on a tour of lyn Stillman, Joyce Norton, Fran
On Saturday, March 15, the
board includes Armand Goulet,
door.
cis Savastano, Anna-Marie Gior- Greek Letter Council presented its
Thursday, March 20.
the
city.
For
today
conducted
Archie Humphry, Pauline E. MusHumantaschen Served at Social tours are scheduled for such out diano, Nancy Doll, Rita Michaud, “Liberation Dance” in the gym
chiane, Mary M. Sugimura, Grace
Purim was the theme of Bryant standing places of interest as the Marie Roberts, Barbara Walsh, nasium. This event brought to a
J. Pettinicchi, Bob Patry, Jackie
Hillell’s social, held on Sunday, United Nations, the New York Times, Kathleen McCormick, Martha Pe- close the mild hazing that upper
Shenuski, Bernie Weir, Jack Shep
March 9, 1958. The traditional Rupert’s Brewery, the Hayden Plane trarca, and Barbara Kaszynski.
classmen administer to Freshmen.
pard, Paul Picard, Robert M. Beau
delicacy, humantaschen, was served tarium, the National Broadcasting
The dance was a great success, beTopics Under Discussion
doin, Kenneth Begosian, Kenneth
along with cokes.
The topics these students will dis-1 cause of the fine spirit displayed
Company, Greenwich Village, New
H. Mason, Robert J. ladeluca,
By ANITA ISENBERG
Scenes from the Book of Esther York University, the New York I cuss are “Good Teacher-Pupil Rela- | by the student body.
Lane H. Hayden, Barbara Chellel,
The administration and student were used as decorations.
Stock Exchange, and special elemen-1 tionships in the Modern School,”
-------------------Harry Chellel, David A. White- body of Bryant College welcome a
Among the guests were students tary schools.
“Helping the Teacher Keep up with I “Bryant’s View”
head, President of Delta Omega, new house director to the Bryant from Brown University, Pembroke,
the Times,” “Working Well with Lp
I?
1 •
and Al Gullikson.
Campus. Mrs. Alice L. Nuttall, Rhode Island School of Design,
On Friday, March 21, the con Pupils of Different Backgrounds,” rrOgraHlS Explain
• On Monday, March 31, Delta Salisbury Hall’s new house mother, Providence College, and the Uni ference sessions will actually be
“Difficulties of Youth Adjustment in
Omega will hold its first dinner is well acquainted with the Provi versity of Rhode Island.
gin, and these sessions will be Growing Urban Culture,” “Improve
speaker meeting of the semester dence area, as - she has lived in
ment of Professional Education
Tonight and next Thursday night
at the Admiral Inn. The speaker Rhode Island all her life. A grad
Courses,” and “Student-Government the topic of the “Bryant’s View”
will be Mr. Charles Phillips, uate of Cranston High School,
and Faculty Co-operation in Solving | programs will be income tax probCLU (certified life underwriter), Mrs. Nuttall has had a great deal
lems. This particular subject has
School Problems.”
manager of the Newport branch of experience with young people,
A business session is scheduled been presented for two weeks now
of Metropolitan Life. He is one having raised two daughters and
By Marie Gilbertie
for Saturday morning, followed through a panel discussion led by
of only five CLU’s in New Eng being the proud grandmother of
An assembly for all secretarial students was held on Friday, March by entertainment and an address Dean Gulski of the School of Busi
land. Members and guests are four. Semi-classical music, and
cordially invited to attend this sewing are among the pastimes 14, at 9 a.m. in the auditorium. The guest speaker for the assembly was by a speaker from the United ness Administration. Participating
meeting.
which hold her interest. This is Mr. Henry Dawes, Director of Personnel at the Connecticut Life Insur Nations. At Saturday noon the teachers are Professors James BerDelta Omega is also planning a M'rs. Nuttall’s first experience as a ance Company in Hartford—a firm employing several Bryant graduates. conference will be adjourned, and luti, Charles Goulston, anti Dorman
Mr. Dawes’ talk was entitled “The Secretary in the Office of To some of the students will stay on Hayes, all of the Accounting De
field trip to Gorham Manufacturing house director, although she opera
Company in the near future. Future ted her own delicatessen and bakery morrow.” He discussed factors which he considered important in the for more sightseeing of New York. partment.
information will be available short before joining the Bryant College job interview and various traits which are important to success. In a
addition, he showed color slides of the ultramodernistic office building
ly^_____________________________ staff.
of the Connecticut General Life Insurance Company.
Hr
Included in the assembly was the presentation of two typewriting
**•
•
•
awards. Miss Sheryl Exley, who has passed three 10-minute time writ
7 •«
ings at an average speed of 80 w.p.m., was awarded a sterling silver I
charm bracelet. Mr. Louis Tougneri, who has typed three ten-minute
• *
*
timed writings at an average of 77 w.p.m., was presented a gold pin. | ' &*

DON’T FORGET

t

Marketing Club Speakers to Be Tripled;
Field Trips, Dinner Planned

’I

ST. PAT’S DANCE.

PARK CASINO

a

FRL, MARCH 21

PHI SIGMA NU

See Page 4

Tri-School Hillel
DanceThisSunday

Fourteen TT’s in New York for Weekend;
Conferences, Business Tours, Sightseeing
Are Highlights of Annual Spring Meeting

Insurance, Topic
Of First Delta
Omega Dinner

Salisbury Hall
Greets Mrs. Nuttall

Income Tax Problems

What a life!

Secretaries Preview Tomorrow's Office

1

Just the beginning-. ..

“The Bookstore Gals .'..

1

-

-
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Miss Sheryl Exley

A

Mr. Louis Tougneri

1

Miss Sheryl Exley, a seventeenyear-old typing expert, hails from
Greenville, Rhode Island. Sheryl
attended Mt. Pleasant High School,
where she has had two years of
typing experience. Upon gradua
tion, she was typing at the rate of
77 w.p.m. She entered the Teachers’
Training Course at Bryant in Sep
tember, 1956, and is now typing
80 w.p.m.

1

F

Louis
Tougneri,
secretary
of I i
- i
• •1
1?
Stockwell House,- is well qualified
i
jg
_J
for his office. He is enrolled in the
Administrative Division of the Ex
ecutive Secretarial Course here at
.x
•T*.—1
Bryant and is a superb typist.
Louis was graduated from
■ I1
Greenfield High School in 1956
**
as class valedictorian. At that
time he was typing 65 w.p.m.
He is now typing 77 w.p.m. and
has earned a gold pin as a re
Sheryl is corresponding secre
ward for his acquired skill.
tary for Theta Tau and also a
Because of his outstanding aca
member of Delta Sigma Chi So demic achievements, he is now a
rority.
Barbara Jackson, Secretary to Dean Wilbur, registers new students:
member of the Key. Louis is also
Helping out bookstore manager Norma Burke during registrationBesides typing, she also enjoys an active member of Chi Gamma (L. to R.) Les Howes ^Maryland), Phyllis Sachs, Sandra Bresler, Linda
Katzman (Rhode Island), and Susan Ting (Hong Kong, China).
Iota fraternity.
week rush were Mary Combies, Helen McAuliffe, and Julia Doboszynuki skiing and ice-skating.
I
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Why Are We at Bryant?

Can Can Girls, Cowboj^SquareDancing
-----Ranch-Dance, Western Mode Big Success

Deans’ Lists
Business Administration
Department

By D. P. CHERRY
Those who missed the big CityStyle* Ranch Dance at the Bryant
Cafegymtorium last Friday evening
really missed a whopper!
The guys of Chi Gam and the
gals of Phi U, under the able direc
tion of Ed Bcrtolini and Marty
Pctracas, really out-did themselves.
P'or just one dollar per person, par
ticipants had round dancing to the
very versatile and rhythmic Harry
Gaudet and his Collegians, square
dancing called by Ken Gunner, and
a floor show that really was worth
the price. All this in addition to a
real bar and mixed, ice cold soda

FEBRUARY, 1958
Bertozzi, Peter A.
Monacclli, Ovid
Briggs, Edwin G.
Morris, David
Campbell,* Donald
Murray, Louis
Cardillo, Constance
Nickles, Robert
Carei, Joseph
Palmer, David
Conde, Norman
Petorelli, Rudolph L.
Cribbin, Janies
Pilon, Christine
Desaulnicrs, Theodore
Quinn, Thomas
Duffy, Peter J., Jr.
Remillard, Laurent
Duquette, Barbara 1
Santos, Barbara
Edgerly, Arthur
Sculco, Richard
Erickson, Karl F.
Shecdy, James L.
Gerardi, Donatantonio
Shcrliza, Robert
Shore, Donald
Hainey, Richard
Shovelton, Milton
Hayden, Philip
Hill, Durward
Tierney, Cornelius
Trinade, Rogerio
, Johnson, Peter
Vangcrmecrsch, Richard
Johnson, Anne
Vide, Edmund
Karaszcwski, Ronald
♦Watson, Lloyd R.
Lambert, Clement T.
Whitehurst, Charles
* Lenkowski, Robert
Wiksc, Oddward
Machinchick, George
Yakey, William
Mansfield, Richard F.
♦Denotes new Key Members
Maraia, Autino O.

P°P-

Ranch Dance was a smash hit,
and Chi Gam and Phi U would
like to thank singer Eleanor Ricci,
western stylists Bob Di and Ed
Gordon, Jack Adams for his
big bass accompaniment, Ralph
“Snooky” Manuel for his comedy,
and all the girls from Phi U who
were on the line for the “can
can.” Everyone also thanks the
local reservation (M. H.) for re
leasing their Indians, Phil Me
deiros and Bryon Robinson so
they could be at the bar.

Secretarial Department

By JUDY ARNOLD
Sigma Iota Chi has grown to a
total of thirty-three members as a
result of the Sorority’s ThirdDegree Ritual. It was held on
March 5 in a large hall in Attle
boro, Mass.
S. I. C. and Phi Sig have been
very busy these past weeks
planning for their big St. Patrick’s
Day Dance. This dance will be
held in the newly renovated
Casino at Roger Williams Park.
The dance will be held on Friday,
March 21, and there will be free
favors and free door prizes. The
sisters of Sigma Iota Chi are
pretty pleased that their brothers
are going to present them with
corsages for this big event.

College means many things to many people. some are here at
Sororities on campus take heed—
TEACHER-TRAINING
the request ot their parents and others because of a sense of obliga
Sigma lota’s softball team is get
Mendes,
Cecilia
Amaral,
Irene
tion to them. A third group attends because they actually believe
ting ready to go!
♦Sorensen,
Carol
Cruciani,
Anna
a college degree assures them of a successful life (i. e., a good job,
♦Sullivan, Mary L. ,
Fricker, Mary
a new car, a beautiful home). Then, of course, there’s the hailZompa, Joanne
Gencarella, Nancy
fellow-well-met social circle type, comprised of the convivial Joe
X
SECRETARIAL
DEGREE
Collegiates and Mary Co-eds who are here for “the college life.”
Leclerc, Barbara
*Beck, Ilene
8
By JOAN LEONARD
It s easy to spot these types, although difficult to understand
Mace, Judith
Billie, Jean
their different motives. They have several things in common: lack
An open letter to all Bryant or to read assigned articles in
Magee,
Deanne
Butwill,
Frances
of attention in class, asking irrelevant questions to delay getting
Education periodicals.
freshmen and Preparatory students. Business
Martin, Arlene
Cote,
Janet
back to the matter at hand, preparing assignments poorly (if pre
The library subscribes to Educa
Dear Freshmen:
Mazjanis,
Dzidra
Dibble,
Barbara
pared at all), cheating, and studying for a “mark,” not for the
By now you are well acquainted tion, Journal of Business Educa
Moretti, Barbara
Digits,
Rosalie
knowledge to be gained.
with Bryant’s rules, regulations, tion; Journal of Education, Journal
Morgan, Suzanne
Dreher,
Brenda
This apathy for education might be excused at the secondary
professors and the location of the of Educational Research, Journal
Narkicwicz, Helen
Frank, Gale
level. A high school student, not having decided what his future
college buildings, so I won’t take of Teacher Education, Journal of
Olson, Hazel
Graveson, Veronica
will be, and not having the maturity, wisdom, and experience to
your valuable reading time boring the NEA, National Business Edu
Olson, Judith
Greenwood, Sandra
realize the value of education, will many times become lethargic
cation Quarterly, National Parentyou with more indoctrination.
*Paine, Beatrice
Grundy, Janice
toward his studies. But a college student,-having reasonably ascer
How do you like the Henry Teacher, Nation’s Schools, NEA
Poniietlarz, Beverly
*Grzyb, Tina
tained in what field his future job lies, cannot be let off this easily.
L. Jacobs Library? We students Research Bulletin, Religious Edu
Hassila, Sally
Silvia, Carole
St. Paul made an excellent point by saying these words:
at Bryant are very proud of our cation, and the Review of Educa
Slowick, Joan
Hewitt, Marilyn ’
When I was a child, I spake as a child, I
library. We have watched it tional Research.
**Theberge, Edward
Hodgkins, Jean
understood as a child, I thought as a child'.
grow during the past three years Books for BA and A&F Students
♦♦Togneri, Louis
Huseby, Marcia
but when I became a man, I put away childish
from one volume- to approxi
Lamson, Marilyn
Students in the School of Busi
things.—I Corinthians, Ch. 13, v. 11.
mately two thousand volumes. ness Administration majoring in
SECRETARIAL DIPLOMA
A poorly prepared medical student would not attempt to hang
The librarian, Miss Dorothy E. Marketing, Management, Retailing
Kelley, Barbara
Anderson, Carol
out his shingle; neither should a student of business. At college we
Keith, orders and receives new and Accounting will find excellent
McCune, Janet
Armstrong, Paula
have the opportunity to assimilate as much knowledge as we de
books daily. Books and periodi books in these fields to help tli;
Psilopoulos, Bessie
Bellucci, Janet
sire. What is learned in class and through textbooks can be sup
cals are tools of knowledge which achieve a broader understanding.
Samlino, Claudia
Chindmark, Barbara
plemented by outside reading and research. The more we learn
help you achieve good marks, They will also find unlimited help
Smith, Carolyn
Curreri, Lucia
now, the better prepared we will be to solve future problems and
and maybe—not remotely—make from the reference books, among
Spencer, Barbara
Dupont, Muriel
offer new ideas, thus increasing our value as citizens and business
Tobiasz, Clara
the Dean’s List.
Gilbertie, Marie
which are American Jurisprudence,
men.
Articles For Secretarial Students Encyclopedia of Accounting Sys
Torrey, Elizabeth
Gloria, Katherine
The mind is a wonderful thing because within the develop
Right at this point, the girls tems, • Encyclopedia Americana, En
♦Denotes former members of the Key.
ment lies one of the greatest secrets to successful living. For aeons
who are majoring in Secretarial cyclopaedia Brittanica, and the En
♦♦Denotes new members of the Key.
philosophers have been stating that knowledge is power. The mind,
J | Science may say, “I’d better stop cyclopedia of the Social Sciences.
like a muscle, continues to grow as long as it is used. The more we
RAFFLE DATE CHANGED wasting my time reading this ar
The library subscribes to
give to it, the more it gives back to us.
ticle for there is nothing in the
The
Phi
Sigma
Nu
raffle,
eighty-two periodicals and seven
Majestic Hotel
We should realize the potentialities and capabilities of mind
library for me.” But wait, you’re
formerly
to
have
been
drawn
on
daily newspapers. If you are in
1209 North Broad Street
and knowledge. By starting in college, through the building of vast
wrong.
Secretarial
books
and
in

March 15, will be drawn on
terested in a list of the periodi
Philadelphia 22, Pa.
stores of knowledge, and by training the mind to work advanta
formative secretarial pamphlets are cals, there is one posted on the
March
21,
the
night
of
the
St.
‘
March 6, 1958
geously for us when we command it, so we can reap the educational
at your fingertips. Some of the
Patrick
’
s
dance.
bulletin board at the entrance
benefits and utilize the wisdom of the sages that have come down | Dear Sir:
outstanding periodicals subscribed to the library. The newspapers
Last summer I was graduated
to us through the centuries.
to are The Balance Sheet, Business
subscribed to are Home Furnish
from Bryant College. I am now a
A. T. E.
Education World, and Today’s Sec
ings Daily, Journal of Com
candidate for the M.B.A. degree in
retary.
Do
you know we have
merce, Christian Science Monitor,
Industrial Relations at Temple Uni Mar. 21—Dance—Phi Sigma Nu
shorthand dictation records which
22—Movie — “Paratrooper” —
Providence Journal, New York
versity, which degree I expect to
you may borrow for two-week
7:30 in the Gym
Times, Wall Street Journal and
receive in June.
periods
for
.
shorthand
speeds
from
One of the world’s most credible aphorisms is that we must
25 —Greek Letter Open House—
Women’s Wear Daily.
Because Bryant College-is eager
fifty
words
per
minute
to
160
words
live peacefully with ourselves before we can live harmoniously with to be accredited, it is probably en
2:00 to 4:00 P.M. in the
Miss Keith will be glad to assist
per minute?
others. We can escape momentarily through a book, television, or couraging students to do graduate
Gym *
you in any reference and research
Teacher
Trainee
Aids
friends; but there again is our self-ego, conscience, or whatever it work at other schools. There are
25— Personality
Development
work or any questions you have
Teacher-Training
students
will
is that we live with until death.
Lecture—9:00• A.M. in
very likely some seniors, who wish
find many books in the field of on reading assignments. Library
Bryant College does not consider an applicant’s race, creed, to secure Master’s degrees for
the Gym
hours are 8:30—4:30, Monday
Education
and
Psychology
to
sup

color religion, or national origin in determining who shall be ad added prestige, knowledge, and
Walks
26— Movie—“Creature
through Friday.
plement
classroom
lectures
and
mitted to the School. There are, however, a few people who believe employment opportunities. Colleges
Among Us” 7:30 in the
Won’t you come to the library
homework. They will soon discover
they can make their own rules—and break God’s—concerning with graduate division normally re
Gym
that the Henry L. Jacobs Library for books or quiet study?
discrimination.
.
... ceive applications in March and
28—Dance—Beta Sigma Gam
is the ideal place for them to pre
Sincerely yours,
Discrimination because of ignorance or lack of savoir inure is April.
ma
pare term papers, class speeches,
Joan Leonard
one thing, and not to be condoned. But discrimination because of
28—
World
Affairs
Lecture
—
With your approval I shall be
fear of public reprisal is quite another.
9:00 A.M. in the Gym—
happy to give information to the
How weak a character can a person have to consider what ARCHWAY and to interested
His Excellency, George
other people might say as being more important than his own be students about Temple University’s
V. Melas, Guest Speaker.
liefs? Small wishy-washy, flaccid—these words haven’t the potence M.B.A. curriculum.
31—Delta Omega Dinner-Speak
to describe this type of person.
er Meeting— 7:30 P.M.—
I realize that the Bryant library
Feel sorry for this resurgence from more prejudiced times. has the Temple catalogue which
Admiral Inn
Behind this thin veil of arrogance lies undoubtedly a very unhappy states admission procedures and Apr. 2—Movie—“Kettles in the Oz
person
arks”—7:30 in the Gym
rn paying the
me price of
oi self-compromise.
seii-curnprumise.
[course titles. Prospective students,
Believe m our . Omstian principles and stand up for them. howevcr> are aiso concerned about
3-7—Easter Vacation
The educated majority will be with you.
such items as living conditions, sub4
A. T. E.
jects to take| amount of study time
LOST
|
- Scarab Bracelet with
$
r ■■
needed, and degree of difficulty of
ro
Double Chain
8
o
PLEASE RETURN TO §
1 LIBRARY
$
The Archway would like to extend its congratulations to the dividually or collectively.
Technolog, student publication of The Bradford Durfee College of Two years ago the ARCHWAY
Technology, Fall River, Mass., for its recent facelifting. Every printed an article about John Buck
thing, including its name, layout, and copy techniques, has been clew, a Bryant graduate, and his
experiences at Harvard University’s
modernized.
Many hours of, thought, experiment, and sweat must have Graduate School of Business Ad
gone into this changeover; but without the consciencious effort of ministration. Buckelew was pur
the Technolog’s very capable editor, Robert Gomez, it would have suing a two-year course leading to
405 Wickenden St.
the
M.B.A.
degree.
I
am
sure
that
not'been possible. We strongly suspect that behind this effort lies
Near Corner of Hope
a.desire to leave the
‘
...............................................................................................
paper a'little
better than he found it. A good I similar information about Temple
___can do
L the same.□
University’s
one-year
program
example to follow; we hope we
3 BARBERS
Credit must also go to Gomez’s business manager, Philip would be of equal interest to stuQuick Service
dents considering graduate work.
Cuttie.
Lawrence Friedman
Good-by, Distaff, good luck, Technolog!

Ifs Your Library-Why Not Use It?

I
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SIC Girls
Undergo
Third Degree

Letter to Editor

I

What’s Going on

/

Public Acclamation or Self-Respect?

THE BRYANT COLLEGE
CAFETERIA

I

fl

A Good Example to Follow

Archie’s
Barber Shop

DELICIOUS FOOD —- Prenarpd in Our
Modern Kitchen
We Cater to fraternities and Sororities
at Reduced Prices
*

■

I

I
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Have
18-1
Record
Westerly Commuters Cop Hoop Crown;
9

By Charley Regan
the men's
men’8
The Westerly Commuters clinched* the second half of t*1® ..
intramural basketball league thus copping the league champ*®11
I
I’ -■ /
■ ■ . .IL.'-- ?
The commuters downed Tau Epsilon “A” 70 to 58 and put frosting
— . ■_ TJ
ft
the cake by thumping Alpha Theta Chi 66 to 56. The boys from Wcste y
have played, a fast running type of ball and have literally run most
rr.' ■'
> • X.their opponents into the floor.
".
*s derived from the fact that the main tactic of judo ’
This afternoon the champions'r-------------------------------is never to resist, but to yield rto your oppoent's force.
r
<1
invincibility will be challenged by I
■ Iii 1882 an institution called Kof ■
iW*
The aim of all these sections
a team composed of Hal Peterson, WlrlS DOWUHy
dokan was founded in Japan to teach except the last is to put the oppo
y
9
i,
■ 4|
Sniffy Allen, Jimmy Aiello, DickrTinW'.0nq
judo as a sport. Any pupil entering nent out of action either tempo
Gawlick, George Hagopian, Buddy
1 IffIWWW
r•i
had to sign a declaration including rarily or permanently. Throws
Wright, and Don Haggerty.
By WILMA RICHTER
thd following:
. i A
are applied when the opponent
z
Dick Cooper collected 47 prints
MARY GROMKO
-Without permission of the loses his balance, either voluntari-'
I
V, -J
J
I#
and set a new high mark for the
As the Girls’ intramural bowling
authorities of Kodokan, I will ly or involuntarily, in practice,
i
season to no avail as Tau Ep season is roaring to a close, the
not teach or divulge the knowl the opponent is thrown to the
“A” tripped up BIB 71 to 67. teams are competing against one
/
edge of the art I shall be taught.” ground on his back. In reality it
Hf f
Art Higgenbottem
was high for another to be the first-place team.
“I will not perform the art in should be on his head or shoulder.
" ■; I
Tau Ep with 23, but no one could Plaudits so far are awarded . to
public for personal gain.”
• . “ * V
Locks are applied on the arms,
match the individual performance KDK and THETA, who are tied
•
?
•i
“I-will lay no blame on any- legs, body, in such a way as to
of the high flying Cooper, and top the league in first place.
one, except myself, in the event produce dislocation of the joints.
(J?
“Coop’s” total is believed to be a Six teams remain out of the original
«h
of an accident,
even if it should The holding is to keep the oppo
Si%58
• TS* •
ft
<8
school record.
eight that started the league. PHI
result in my death.”
nent on his back, on the ground,
UPSILON and DELTA SIGMA
------“I will conduct myself in such helpless. Strangling is applied to
Kappa Tau defeated Beta Sig 53 CHI have dropped from competia way as never to discredit the' the neck, to reduce the opponent
to 34 as Nick Saliani had his best tion.
traditions and honor of the Ko- to a state of coma by stopping
night of the season garnering 23. | Georga Wood and Phyllis Jor
dokan.”
the blood circulation to the brain.
dan are the high scorers for
“I will not abuse, or misuse, The aim of striking, or kicking,
John Cello, Judo expert and fourth semester Bryant Student, exe
In a thriller Alpha Theta Chi KDK. Among the others who
the knowledge, of judo.”
the vital nerve centers is to para cutes a major loin throw against Don Cilley
squeaked out a 47 to 46 victory support the sorority are Sarah
Technically, judo is a scientific lyze the opponent. Katsu is the
over Kappa Tau. Joe Holland Daniell, Ester Felix, and Betty
study of the weakness and strength method of reviving a person from
was the big man for ATC, get Sorrey.
of the body-mechanism and the the state of coma.
By Frank DelRocco
ting 16 points overall and 6 big
•
most effective ways of applying this
THETA’s team is giving KDK .
In order to minimize the shock to The competition for the first four
ones in the waning minutes of a fight to the finish. Two of their
knowledge. The1 training, or prac the body in taking the throws, you places in the men’s league is very
I
the game. Saliani and Wright top players are Marilyn Hewitt and
tice of it for skill, provides a means must learn the art of the brcakfall keen.
each hooped 12 markers in a los Carol Agricola while Mary Ann
for attaining all that is best in before you start to practise throws. Tau Epsilon is being pushed hard
ing cause.
sport—promotion of mental and There are many methods, but the by a fine Phi Sigma Nu team for
Lang and Barbara Spencer back
physical development, gratification chief one is to strike the ground the top spot. The battle for third
them up.
. By GARY CHASE
of the competitive instinct, and with one, or both arms at the mo place is particularly tight, as only On Friday, February 28, a cara Jim Aiello and Hal Peterson with SIC also exhibits good talent in
stimulation of the spirit of fair play. ment the body touches the ground. the top three teams will compete van of four cars loaded with broth 24 points apiece led Tau Ep "A” to Beatrice Paine who shows her in
Then, through the interaction of The arm should be kept straight in the post-season roll-off. Beta ers and sisters of BIB and SIB, a win over Alpha Omicron 64 to dividual, expert style on the bowl
body, mind and spirit, one is im but not stiffened, and swung like a Iota Beta is being hard pressed by skis, and warm clothes left the 51. Clapprood was high for the ing alley. Dotty Casagrande, De
bued as one acquires skill, with the whip. The body should be curled Beta Sigma Chi for the last roll Bryant campus for their annual skiJ losers with 26.
anna Leiss, Paula
qualities of balanced poise, confi up, keeping the head well off the off berth.
trip to Mt. Snow at West Dover, Phi Sig topped Chi Gam 46 to 40 Niemeyer also assist the team m
dence, and the principle of non- floor, and the legs up in the air.
Standings
Vermont, for a weekend of fun in with Travisano chucking in 19 their efforts to win.
resistance and calm alertness.
Being freed from the fear of being Tau Epsilon
.
57-19 the land of snow. After spending points for the winners and Ed Viele Some of SIB's bowlers that show
The art of judo can roughly be thrown means creating confidence Phi Sigma Nu ......
56-20 six hours maneuvering the many 19 for the losers.
a great deal of enthusiasm in the
divided into six technical sections: and freeing the potential natural Beta Iota Beta
47-29 snow covered roads and enjoying
.
game are Ann Platt, J
. Nage-Waza: Methods of throw capacity of the body and mind.
33-43 the completely snow covered road
Chi Gamma Iota
Elaine Michard, and Silvia Erick
Up
to
the
beginning
of
the
ing
If any of the Bryant College Beta Sigma Chi
45-31 side and good fresh air, BIB and fourth canto Alpha Theta Chi son. SIB misses the loss of two of
Osaikomi-Waza: Holding
males are interested in learning any Sigma Lambda Theta.
28-46 SIB arrived at the Snow Farm, was giving the Westerly Com their finest bowlers from last se
Gyaku-Waza: Locking
of this judo, there will be a list on Alpha Theta Chi
22-54 their home for the weekend.
mester, Carol McComb and Sue
muters
a
run
for
their
money.
Shime-Waza: Strangling
the Sports Bulletin Board in the Kappa Tau
19-57
The boys from Westerly finally | Benyon,
Atemi-Waza: Striking, or kick Cafegymtorium on Monday. All
High Individual Averages
came
to
life
in
the
last
quarter
BETA SIGMA GAMMA’S top
ing the vital nerve-centres
practices will be held in the Provi Harry Feidler, Tau Ep.
Beta Sigma Gamma
116.0
and beat ATC 66 to 56. Nol keglers are Ruth Brady, Lynne
Katsu: Resuscitation
dence Y.M.C.A.
AND
115.0
Roger Wordell, Tau Ep
letti was high for the winners Harber, and Sandra Schwimmer.
John Szeredy, Beta Sig
112.9
Sigma Lambda Pi
with 22 and Dick Gawlik led the
Cellar-dwelling ARK’s Carol Zinno
Placido DeFilippo, Phi Sig.. 110.8
losers
with
18.
Present
and Rusty Rosenberg are two of
Ted •Tavernier, BIB
110.5
CAFE JAZZ
Individual High Game
Tau Ep "A” romped over Chi APK’s more outstanding bowlers.
Dick Care, Alpha Theta.... 155
BRYANT GYM
Gam 66 to 41 as Jimmy Aiello, Hal GIRL'S BOWLING STANDINGS
-------------- By jIM SHEEDY a----Individual High Series
Won
Lost
Peterson, and Jack Allen garnered | Team
MARCH
28
392
This is a new column which will Both Tau Ep and Alpha Theta Harry Feidler,'Tau Ep
21
51
45 points for the victors and Don KDK
Team High Game
appear in future issues of the ARCH played excellent ball, but neither team
51
21
Haggerty netted 17 for Chi Gam. SLT
592
WAY. It is concerned exclusively could quite manage to catch the fast- Tau Epsilon
44
28
Season’s Records
SIB .
Team High Series
with the sports scene on all levels. I breaking, snappy-ball-handling hoop42
30
18-1 Wes Adams led Tau Ep “B” to SIC .
Westerly
Commuters
Tau Epsilon
. 1,671
We will offer congratulations to the|sters from Westerly.
30
42
12-51 a 38 36 win over Alpha Omicron. BSG
Tau
Epsilon
“
A
”
people that we consider deserve them, It pleased this department to see
20
12-5 Clapprood was high for AO with APK
52
Alpha Theta Chi
.
and will chastise those that need it. big Dick Gawlick back in uniform
12-7116 points.
Chi Gamma Iota
At times this column will seem to after a long lay-off. Dick is a wel
10-7
Phi*
Sigma
Nu
.
run off on a tangent, and you will come addition to any team, and one
Phi Sig conquered- BIB 59 to 46.
9-10
Kappa Tau ........................
probably wonder just what the sports of the most polished basketball play
5-111 Pirich had 18 for the winners and
Tau Epsilon “B”
page, is coming to. Please bear with ers on Bryant’s campus.
The Vigilantes posse of eight
4-131 Cooper tossed in 17 for the losers.
Beta Sigma Chi
us, and if we offend anyone, let us
men hunted down the notorious
4-13
Alpha
Omicron
.................
know via the ARCHWAY mail box. In the ladies’ league, Sigma Iota
Westerly beat Tau Epsilon “A” group of ten freshmen last week.
2-16
Beta
Iota
Beta.............
Our first of many congratula- I Beta has copped the season title, but
By Jinx
70 to 58. The first quarter score A showdown was staged in the
Scoring
Race
Finals
tions are bring sent to the Wester- the loss of Sue Bynon will hurt them The first-game played this se
was tied up 14- all and TE was
Cafegymtorium on Wednesday af
336
Cooper,
BIB
ly Commuters for their outstand- «« the play-offs. We will, go along mester ran true to form as the un
ahead 30 to 27 at the half, but ternoon, and in the finest tradition
325
Nolictti,
Westerly
ing efforts in attaining the title in | with Alpha Phi Kappa to capture defeated team of SIB acquired an
292 Ken Bennett's 30 points was too of the upper classes; the Vigil
MacVicar,
Westerly
the
three
team
square-off.
other victory by beating SIC 32 to
the Men’s Intramural League. The
280 much for TE and the Commuters antes, under the able leadership of
Bennett,
Westerly
Commuters from out Westerly
Some of the skeptics will probably 24. Judy Jobes and Judy Sjogren Petersen, Tau Ep “A"
234 pulled ahead to stay in the last Brone Barilla, had an easy time
way phowed fine team play in laugh if these predictions fail to prove scored 12 and 20 points respective Aiello, Tau Ep “A”
204 quarter. Sniffy Allen was high in subduing the Beanie Boys.
downing both Tau Epsilon’s “A” true, because the games have already ly. Fran Sollitto scored 15 points Haggerty, Chi Gam
198 man for the losers with 17 points. Brone had the following charges
team and the aggregation from been played. However, this article for SIC.
191
Clapprood,
AO
.........
•
fighting with him—Pecos Peaches
Theta
forfeited
to
APK,
but
came
was
written,
before
the
games.
We
tile camp of Alpha Theta Chi.
183 Haggerty and Vielie led Chi Gam Petersen, Nevada Nolletti, Maver
Holland, Alpha Theta
through in fine style by beating
Gordie Moore was unsurpassed in swear it on our basketball.
1821 to a 58 to 37 victory over Beta Sig. ick McPhillips, Wrangler Wright,
Gawlik, Alpha Theta
■ his rebounding attempts, Bruce
In closing, we would like to con-; KDK 38 to 19. High scorer for Grossman, Beta Sig..........
171
Six-Gun Sheedy, Wyatt WhiteMorgan proved'to be a terror on gratulate all the competitors of both Theta was Jenkins with 19 points. Wright, Kappa Tau.......
159
Box Score
head, and Moseying McNamara.
Phyllis
Jordan
scored
15
points
for
defense, Bob MacVickar dropped leagues on their fine performances.
157
Harare, AO
VIGILANTES
KDK.
Looking
over
the
individual
players
The subdued, outclassed outcasts
150
in many shots from around the
Nolan, Alpha Theta..........
SIB beat KDK 30 to 16b thus
F.
F.G.
T.P. from Beanieburg numbered the fol
key, and the all-round play of we see that most of them will be back staying right on the top of the
HAGGERTY, ATHLETIC
Petersen ...
8
4
20
lowing among their Tootsie-Roll
Ray Nolletti and Ken Bennett next season, and we hope to see an league. Jobes scored 18 points
DIRECTOR
4
0
Wright ....
8
Toughies—Honey Sukel,' Fragrant
other
fine
season.
was superior.
for SIB, and Georgia Wood
7
1
15
As a result of Chi Gamma lota’s I Nolletti ....
Foster, Ever-Lovin’ Evans, Rosie Ri
scored 8 points for KDK. Jordan special election held Monday, McPhillips .
5
0
10
•
vard, Lily Lee, Humming Hagenburg,
also scored 8 points for KDK.
March 10, Donald Haggerty was | Sheedy
4
0
8
Vericose, Visnic, Mike Harare, Ane
i
The last game to be played before elected Athletic Director by a McNamara
0
0
0
mic Amedeo, and Hoss Hathaway.
the finals was forfeited by SIC, unanimous vote. Gardiner (Hub) I Whitehead
0
0
0
The element of surprise was one
giving Theta a victory. Finals* are Hubbard was elected to the office Barilla ..
5
0
10
EVERY FRIDAY FOR GIRLS — T-S P. M.
of the deriding factors of the bat
to be played off next week.
of Sergeant at Arms.
tle. Half of the posse held the
Final Standings
33
Totals
71
Frosh’s attention, while the other
t
Sigma Iota £eta
8-0
CO-ED SPLASH PARTY — 8-9 P.M.
BEANIE BOYS
half went around the other way.
Alpha Phi Kappa
.
5-2
Sukel ....
0
0
0
When the first volley of shots
Stag or Drag
Sigma Lambda Theta...
5-4
2
0
Kappa Delta Kappa....
Evans .. ■
4
died down, the posse had outshot
4-6
Foster ...
5
0
Sigma Iota Chi
.
10
Bobby Beanybortz’s boys 16-0.
0-7
BRING
BATHING
SUITS
a
High Scorers
Rivard ...
1
0
2
From there on in it was only, a
STUDENT RATE $.50
Hagenburg
1
0
Sjogren, SIB
2
145
question of time until the superior
2
Jordan, KDK
5
Lee ......
1
100
firepower of Brone’s bombers emerged
Jobes, SIB
0
2
4
98
Hanre .. <
victorious.
Scholes, APK
Visnic
...
1
0
2
75
Pecos Peaches and Nevada account
2
Jenkins, SLT
Amedeo .<
0
4
71
ed for half of the posse's hits while
DE. 1-9200 Wood, KDK
Hathaway
1
0
. 2
65
I 160 Broad Street •
Fragrant Foster had ten bulls-eyes
Sollitto, SIC
62
for the Beanieburg boys.
17
Totals
1
35
Korst, APK
52

Judo Instruction Offered
/
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Ski Trip
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From Where I Sit
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SIB on Top
In Girls' BB League
As Finals Draw Near
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Frosh Hog Tied 71-35
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Begorra!
Frosh Liberated!
Marriage Discussed Two Hit Shows
B?SSr?? d9q?SS
the Wind At Newman Meeting Planned By Glee Club Green Hats, Jam Session
To Mark St. Pat’s Dance
Jack Allen

Brilliant orange and black decora
tions created a festive atmosphere
in the Cafegymtorium on March IS.
But the Freshmen needed little to
bolster their already exhilarated
spirits—this was the night of the
Liberation Dance. For the past two
weeks they had been “toeing the
mark”, careful to wear their bean
ies and to keep ’out of the way of
a summons to a Vigilante session.
The couples danced to the
music provided by the Stardust
ers. At ten o’clock the highlight
of the evening came as Ray
Kiely, chairman of the affair, in
troduced Pete Barilla, president
of the Student Senate, who de
livered the Independence Proc
lamation. The ending of the
Proclamation brought wild shouts
as the much-disliked beanies
were thrown to the four winds.
Quickly the crowd quieted and
joined in the singing of Bryant’s
Alma Mater, led by Les Howes,
the Glee Club president.
Two weeks initiation success
fully over, the Freshmen now
are proud to say they are students
of Bryant College.

Newport Club
Hears School's
Future Plans
By E. A. ANDERSON, JR.
The Newport Club of Bryant
College
held
its
Semi-Annual
Graduation Banquet on Thursday
evening, February 6, 1958, at the
Cliff Walk Manor in Newport. Miss
Joan Barden and Mr. William A.
Collins, February graduates, were
guests of honor. Twenty-six mem
bers and their wives and dates at
tended and actively participated in
a question-and-answer forum with
Vice President E. Gardner Jacobs
as guest speaker. Some of the topics
that were discussed were the layout,
opci'aiiun, and utility of the new’ re
fectory: the expansion program pro
posed for campus dormitories, plans
for accreditation and the enlarge
ment of the College Library. Mr.
Raymond A. Raiche, Bryant ’48,
and a partner in the CPA firm of
Hoff, Raiche, and Company, who
recently accepted the position of
advisor to the club, was presented
with his certificate of membership.
Mr. E. Gardner Jacobs was pre
sented with a certificate of honorary
membership in the club. The Vice
President of Bryant College, E.
Gardner Jacobs, shares the distinc
tion of honorary membership in
the Newport Club with the Presi
dent of the United States, Dwight
D. Eisenhower, who was presented
with his certificate during his va
cation in Newport last summer.
During the banquet, Gene Wood
took quite a few pictures, which are
• available to those club members

Heads Tau Epsilon
By ROGER FRANCOEUR
At a meeting held by the brothers
of Tau Epsilon on January 7, Jack
Allen was elected President, rePlacing Marty Horan who had done
a superb job the previous semester.
Other elected officers are Frank
Del Rocco, Vice-President; Roger
Francoeur, Secretary; Rudy Feder
ico, Treasurer; John Viola, Ser
geant at Arms; Dick Manocchia
Alumni Secretary; Pete Walters
Chaplain; Charlie Regan, Historian;
and Jimmy Aiello, Athletic Direc
tor.

— Huh?-------

'Quickies' Discussed
At Workshop
By Marie Gilbertie
The Providence Chapter of the
National Secretaries Association
sponsored their annual Work Shop
here at Bryant College on Friday
evening, March 14.
The guest
speakers for the evening were
Mr. Henry Dawes. Director of
Personnel, Connecticut Life In
surance Company; Mrs. Sue Baily
Reid, Women’s Program Chair
man Director, Homemaking-Edi-.
tor, Providence-Journal Bulletin;
and Mr. Chelcie Bosland, Profes
sor of Economics at Brown Uni
versity. The topics discussed were
“Personnel Problems,” “Quickies
for the Business Woman,” and
“What is our Economic Future,”
respectively.
A special registration fee of 75
cents was offered to students. The
money that is collected is used for the
annual secretarial scholarship given
each year by the Providence Chapter.
•

Consultants
Consultants for the Work Shop
are Mrs. Gertrude Meth Hochberg,
Director of Public Relations; and
Miss Priscilla M. Moulton, Assistant
to the President at Bryant College.
Miss Lcuis Wartmen, Assistant Cred
it Manager at Davol Rubber Com
pany and a graduate of Bryant Col
lege in 1945 and 1955, is
L General
....
Chairman of the Work Shop.
Helen Narkiewicz, Marie Stow-ski, Ilene Beck, and Lois Barth
acted as ushers for the program,

who desire photographic memories
of this occasion. The new officers
of the club were invested, and gifts
of appreciation were presented to
Miss Barden and Mr. Collins. Mr.
Gregory T. Parkos, as one of his
last official acts before leaving the
Bryant Administration for a posi
tion with a. textile firm in Pawtuck
et, was present. The club is plan
ning to hold a dance on May 16.

Music in Review
by Roger Francoeur and Gordon Moore

A meeting was held on March 13
to establish a modern jazz club on
the Bryant campus. The turnout of
■students was very good; however,
since some students who mentioned
they were interested had other com
mitments, we have decided to hold
another meeting on March 27. Any
one interested should contact either
Roger Francoeur or Gordon Moore.
“Erroll Garner—he’s the great
est,” is one of the many compli
ments we heard voiced at the
March 16 concert at Rhodes-onthe-Pawtuxet.
On that particular evening Gar
ner was in his best form, playing a
program that was paced very nice
ly, stimulatingly developed, and
blazing with enthusiasm. The con
cert was staged before a large au
dience, which was completely re
sponsive to every subtle variation
in tempo by Garner.
Erroll, upon entering the stage,
received a warm greeting from
the audience and in his usual
quiet manner proceeded without
a word to wade through such
numbers as “My Funny Valen-

tine,” “How Could You Do a
Thing Like That to Me?” “I
Only Have Eyes for You,” “Lul
laby of Birdland,” “Tenderly,”
“Where or When,” “Someone to
Watch Over Me,” “They Can’t
Take That Away From Me,”
“Will You Still Be Mine,” “Teach
Me, Tonight,” and the halting
“Misty” to mention a few. The
audience chuckled and applauded
acknowledging the theme after
one of Erroll’s typical introduc
tions before each number.
Accompanying Erroll were Kelly
Martin on drums and Eddie Cal
houn on bass. Each artist added
a swinging background while also
interjecting humorous gestures as
they were exhorted on by Erroll
who was actively conducting with
head, hands, shoulders, and vocal
cords.
As always, Erroll gave every
thing he had and considering the
applause he received after the last
rendition, we can safely assume
that everyone who attended this
concert was more than pleased that
they were on the scene that evening.

By Patricia Taglieri
The Newman Club held the first
of its. series of lectures and open
discussions on the topic “Vocation
to Marriage,” on Tuesday, March
n- Monsignor Gcoghcgan gave: a
Iccturc in which hc. slrcsscd that
each of us ,ias a calIinK to not only
onc vocation, but ordinarily to
man-v- Hc stressed the point that
the final choice of one’s vocation
depends upon his own capacity,■ ini
clination, and taste, and that if each
person understands each of these,
he will be aggressive to seize an
opportunity whether it is wrought
by circumstance or determination
find effort.
The second of this series is to
take place on March 25, 1958. The
topic will be “Dating” and an open
discussion will be conducted to
determine what the general attitude
is towards it—what it means to go
steady? to be pinned? to be en
gaged ?
The officers, advisors, and members
of the Newman Club cordially in
vite all those who arc interested in
joining the organization or who
arc interested in participating in the
series to attend the next meeting.

By Gus Hirsch

This semester’s Glee Chib promises
to be as successful as ever. In the
past, such shows as Annie Get Your
Gun, Merry Widow, and Desert Song
were presented with Professor Apple
by as their director. The Glee Chib
By ED SLUZINSKI
offers to the Bryant student the op
On Monday, March 3, Kappa
portunity to participate in group sing
Tau elected three new officers and
ing, musicals, as well as solo work.
two new members to their Execu
This semester the Glee Club
tive Committee. Joseph Fa tone,
is looking forward to putting on president of KT, said that the
two hit shows. Plans are already elections were held to replace those
underway and rehearsals are be officers who left school at the end
ing held in the barn studio.
of last semester.
In addition to musical reviews, the
Appointed to offices were Wil
Glee Chib also participates in enter
liam Yusko, KT’s second Vicetaining at the Veterans Hospital.
President for the present semes
ter; Norman (Ox) Zilahy, Chap
lain; and Edward Sluzinski,
Archway Correspondent.

Kappa Tau Fills
Vacated Posts

BIB’s Phonograph
Raffle in
Full Swing

The brothers of Kappa Tau also
welcomed back Gene Fisher, who
just returned to Bryant and Kappa
Tau after completing_ a term in the
Gene said that he again

To Benefit Child I
Welfare Fund scrv‘cc; k

By AL GULLIKSON

On Friday, March 21, Phi Sigma
Nu and Sigma Iota Chi will hold
their annual St. Patrick's Day
Dance. This is definitely “the”
dance of the semester. It will be
held at the Roger Williams Park
Casino, a large, attractive setting
for such a gala affair.
This occasion will herald the
grand reopening of the Casino
since its renovation. The Park
Casino is a beautiful, two-story
building located in Roger Williams
Park.
The Collegiates will provide
the music for dancing, which
will include everything from bop
to waltzes. Green hats, as befit the
occasion, will be given to every
one. Those persons holding the
lucky numbers will receive door
prizes, the identity of which re
mains “Top secret.” There will be
dancing from 8 to 12 p.m., and the
climax of the evening will be a
“real out” jam session.
Don’t miss this affair, for it is
the biggest fraternity event of
the semester. Bring your “Col
leen” and come on out to the
Casino.

IVkt
aC‘*VC
■"""
’"S
pl
KI andZl
and have “
some
more
good
On April 2, Beta Iota Beta Fra-1 times,
ternity will raffle off a four-speed
Philco hi-fi phonograph. The ob
ject of this raffle is to secure money Recreational Room of
for the fraternity’s <Child Welfare | Congregational Church
Fund. With this fund BIB holds
Rocks
to
Bryant
many annual affairs for the differ
ent children groups of the Provi Square Dancing
By LARRY GOLDSTEIN
The officers of Sigma Lambda Pi dence area.
By SALLY JOHNS
Tickets arc now available from
Fraternity elected for the new
The Bryant Christian Association
semester arc the following: Irwin any Brother of Beta Iota Betar
’ began this semester’s activities by
Sister
of
Sigma
Iota
Beta,
or
AlumWeinstein, President; Lewis Mil nus of BIB. By having an active | J10^jnS a square dance on March 5
ler, Vice President; Mort Saftler,
in the Recreational Room of the
By DOROTHY SOSCIA
Treasurer; Larry Goldstein, Secre alumni association, BIB was able to
Central Congregational
Church.
tary; and Bob Goldenberg, Pledge distribute tickets to every brother
The newly elected officers of
Dancing
was
enjoyed
to
the
music
of BIB in theNew England area.
master.
Delta Sigma Chi were installed on
and
calling
of
Peter
Gardner.
Mem

These officers were installed at We hope that all Bryant students
Sunday, March 2, at the home of
bers
of
the
Association
and
their
a banquet held on January 23 at will get behind this worthwhile
Pauline Bordieri. Those installed
friends
attended
the
dance.
Gundlach’s Haufbrau House in cause and buy their tickets now.
were Diana Polocastri, president;
The four-speed Philco hi-fi phono
At the January 21 meeting Rev. Pauline Bordiferi, vice-president;
Plainville, Mass.
The brothers of Sigma Lambda graph is now on display at the rear | John Koehler of the Calvary Bap- Mary Love, secretary; Janet Pear
tist Church spoke to a large turnout son, treasurer; Barbara Walsh,
Pi would like to publicly con of the cafeteria. .
See the set today and then buy on the topic “Dates to Diamonds.” chaplain; Barbara Moretti, pledge
gratulate Bob Goldenberg for do
ing an excellent job as President a chance from a Brother of Beta A discussion period followed Rev. mistress; Rita Ruggieri, historian,,
Koehler’s talk.
last semester.
Iota Beta.
and Dorothy Soscia, Archway re
Many interesting programs are porter.
being planned for the future.
A social followed the installations
Watch for the announcements of to which the members of Alpha Theta
meetings which are posted on the Chi attended.
bulletin board. New students, as
Among other activities, the
well as old, are invited to join
sisters of Delta Sigma Chi have
By HANK GAUDET
the friendly gatherings of fellow
been regularly attending the
Bryant College’s dance band, the STARDUSTERS, will look dif- ship and fun.
Rhode Island Children’s Center.
ferent this semester. The entire orchestra will be outfitted with charcoal
colored blazers. These eye-catching jackets will have an orange emblem |
sewed just below the upper left pocket, showing the name of the college
and the college^ emblem. These jackets constitute the “NEW LOOK”
the band will have. One thing is sure, not only has Bryant College one of
hits, the true story of his success,
By Walt Bucko
the finest musical aggregations in Rhode Island, but it also has one of the
The major motion picture studios and good acting. If you missed
sharpest and best dressed outfits.
are ready to release their big hits seeing these two great hits, now
The STARDUSTERS will jam-packed dance floor every time
during the Easter holiday. Some is the time to see and enjoy them.
show off their “NEW LOOK” the band played an arrangement
' | of the hits to be released ''include
“The Bridge on the River Kwai”
while performing for the Fresh The orchestra was directed by Pro
“Merry Andrew” starring Danny has been nominated for eight Acad
man Liberation Dance, March 15. fessor Ralph S. Handy and Harry
Kaye and Pier Angeli; Clark Gable, emy Awards including Best Picture
By the time this article is pub Chellel. Joe Madeda, Don Dimello,
Doris Day, and Mamie Van Doren of the Year and.Best Actor. “Wit
lished, most of you will have Bill Leone, John Micek, and Mr. | .J
in
“Teacher’s
Pet”;
Eugene ness for the Prosecution” is also
seen the “NEW LOOK” of the Handy created fine harmony in the
competing for the Best Picture and
reed section. Harry Chellel, Bob O’Neil’s “Desire Under the Elms”
STARDUSTERS.
with Sophia Loren, Anthony Per Best Actor awards plus four others.
Poggio, Tom Del Santo, and Mr.
kins, and Burl Ives; and, Marlon
Do you want to see a real
Plenty of Experience
Meek took care of the trumpet
Brando, Montgomery Clift, and thriller? See “Witness for the
This semester the dance band is section. Les Howes, Ted Trousdale,
composed of the same group it had Al Gullickson were on the bones. Dean Martin in “The Young Prosecution” a picture based on
Lions.”
Agtha Christie's smash roadway
last year. With six months’ ex The rhythm section was composed
Besides the new hits, two old
Play.
perience, the orchestra’s presenta of Hank Gaudet on the skins.
ies are being released: Jennifer
tion of current pop tunes will be Howie Bailey on the ol ’88, and
Jones in “The Song of Berna
better than ever. 'On February 25 Bill Donaldson on the slap bass.
dette,” and “The Jolson Story”
Since another sax man is
the STARDUSTERS performed
starring Larry Parks. “Berna
before a capacity house at the needed for the reed section, Mr.
KNOWN
FOR
ITS
dette
”
is
the
story
of
the
Miracle
Freshman Get-Acquainted Dance. Handy requests that anyone who
at Lourdes. “The Jolson Story”
FINE
FOOD
This semester's Freshman Get- can play the saxophone contact
features Al Jolson’s beloved song
Acquainted Dance was by far one him on campus or else come to
of the most successful affairs ever rehearsals at the Bam Studio on
held at Bryant College, and the Thursday afternoons. An im
STARDUSTERS feel justly proud portant factor, is that there is
that they contributed to his success. a scholarship involved so it will
The “band with a beat” really played be well worth while for anyone
music that was conducive to good to take advantage of this oppor
Pick Up and Delivery Service
ar
dancing as was evidenced by the tunity.
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LOUIE’S

Freshest, Cleanest Clothes in Town

GILBO’S RESTAURANT
Sea Food — Choice Meats

DRY CLEANING

☆

SHIRT SERVICE

☆

big bundle
launderette

☆

FLUFF WASH

ROUGH DRY
FLUFF WASH, DRY
FOLD AND WRAP

It’s Your Choice of Service at

Kinney’s 1 Stop Service
355 HOPE STREET

100-102 Hope St. — Two Blocks from School
GA. 1-9482
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